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Squeezed by volatility, 
new sovereign risks, 
low yields and 
regulatory pressure, 
investors have to 
rethink their notion 
of safety and strive 
for real returns.
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Introduction

In 2008, Scottish sociologist, Donald McKenzie coined a 
neat phrase “the end-of-the-world trade” to describe credit 
default protection on a good chunk of the world’s corporate 
debt. To pay out, about half of North America’s investment-
grade borrowers or one-third of those in Europe would 
have to go bust. When McKenzie asked a US banker what 
might cause such a cataclysm, he was told nothing less 
than an asteroid strike or a revolutionary Marxist 
government in Washington.1 

The banker was joking but as McKenzie noted at the time, 
the cost of “the-end-of-the-world trade” had shot up 
tenfold the previous November. And McKenzie was writing 
in only May of 2008…

Fast forward four years and the deep flaws in the ratings of 
credit and credit default obligations are all too clear. Now 
the champion of transparency is not a professor of sociology 
from Edinburgh but the International Monetary Fund. In its 
Global Financial Stability Report from April, the IMF 
International Monetary Fundexposes the imperfections of 
both credit ratings and the instruments for credit protection.

The IMF has good cause to get involved. It is now in the 
business of aiding not just developing but developed 
economies. At the time of going to press, it was preparing 
with the European Union a �100bn bail-out for Spanish 
banks. And this is how “end-of-the-world trade” is 
mutating: fear has passed from corporations to countries. 

In this issue of AllianzGI RiskMonitor, more investors are 
worried about sovereign debt risk than a sharp drop in 
equities. When asked which assets they view as safe in the 
current environment, just one-quarter of responses were 
for top-rated, non-corporate debt. If we revisit McKenzie’s 
metric of the cost of protecting $10m worth of debt for five 
years, then the market wants $136,500 for Germany, 
$232,700 for France and $510,400 for Italy. By contrast, on 
Nestlé paper the cost is just $49,800 and for Coca-Cola 
$79,900 .2

The IMF notes that the pool of safe assets is diminishing and 
the share of OECD sovereign debt within that pool is falling 
too. The pertinence for Europe’s pension plans and 
insurance companies is that the shrinkage comes at the 
same time as regulators are demanding greater reserves to 
cope with the uncertainties of financial markets. Survey 
participants give a rich variety of alternatives to sovereign 
debt as safe assets. They also put diversification as their 
number one weapon for tackling the biggest risks to capital 
growth. We hope that policymakers and financial 
authorities can keep a similarly open mind on what 
constitutes safe assets so that we avoid the trap of  
pro-cyclical regulation. 

Sincerely,

James D. Dilworth 
Chief Executive Officer 
Allianz Global Investors Europe

1  Endo-of-the-World Trade, London Review of Books, Volume 30, No.9
2  Data as of 18 June 2012, source: Bloomberg. This is no recommendation 

or solicitation to buy or sell any particular security.
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Key findings

European institutions remain in a state of high alert regarding market gyrations. More than four in five believe market 
volatility is a major 3 risk to their twelve-month financial targets. Almost a quarter of the respondents named market 
volatility as their biggest financial risk.

Fixed income is a greater risk than shareholdings. A sharp drop in equity markets remains a great worry for seven out of 
ten investors. Yet concerns about sovereign debt are even more widespread, at 73.8 %.

Almost two-thirds view current interest rates as a major risk to their twelve-month targets. In terms of the biggest 
financial risk, falling rates trouble twice as many institutions as rising rates.

This issue of RiskMonitor nevertheless finds some abatement of investors’ fears since last Autumn. Sovereign debt, 
counterparty risk and limited liquidity are all concerns that have been reclassified as ‘considerable’ rather than ‘huge’ by 
many institutions.

Viewed over 12 months, however, the state of anxiety is remarkably high. For example, limited liquidity last summer 
preoccupied one in five respondents; today the figure is nearer two in five.

We asked investors which assets were safe in the current environment. Almost one-third believe in sovereign debt or 
similar. Nearly as many were the responses highlighting real assets such as equities, real estate, infrastructure and 
precious metals. Quality is the most mentioned attribute in the answers.

Regulatory and governance risks are rated lower than market worries but are increasing. Organisational complexity, for 
example, has been steadily creeping up as a considerable risk for one in five from one in ten institutions over 12 months. 
More than half of all respondents say they will spend more than last year tackling their regulatory and governance risks in 
2012.

A majority still believe eurozone will not split. A greater role of ECB, euro bonds, strengthened stability and joint fiscal 
regime all touted alternatives.

About the survey

With its RiskMonitor survey Allianz Global Investors 
(AllianzGI) together with Investment & Pensions Europe 
(IPE) magazine surveyed institutional investors in Europe 
about their perceptions of capital market, regulatory and 
governance risk. By repeating the survey on a regular basis, 
it is possible to gauge institutional investors’ risk perceptions 
over time. This third survey was open from 2 May to 25 May 
2012 both online and by fax. Altogether, the survey 
gathered responses from 138 institutional investors with a 
total of EUR 880 billion (bn) of assets under management 
or assets under advice. The survey targeted institutional 
investors in Austria, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom as well as in Denmark, 
Sweden, Finland and Norway (Nordic region). By the size of 
its sample the survey does not claim to be representative, 
though it carries enough weight to outline the most 
important trends among institutional investors in Europe. 

Allianz Global Investors had agreed to donate EUR 25 for 
every completed questionnaire to Allianz Direct Help, a 
charitable trust of Allianz SE, designed to identify and select 
humanitarian and other help projects. Overall, the 
responses to AllianzGI’s third RiskMonitor survey resulted in 
a donation of EUR 3,500 designated to support an 
educational project in Bangladesh where women are 
trained in health protection and disaster management. 

IPE has agreed to donate EUR 10 per completed survey to 
the IPE Scholarship Programme, a fund whose aim is to give 
grants to individuals pursuing advanced study in the area of 
pensions.

3  We define major as the aggregate of ‘considerable’ and ‘huge’, two of the 
four category answers throughout the survey. 
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Financial risks

Financial Risks

Europe’s institutional investors remain on high alert over 
risks to financial markets and their own portfolios. For the 
second edition in a row, market volatility is perceived as the 
 biggest fear for participants in AllianzGI RiskMonitor. Worries 
over sovereign creditworthiness and sharp falls in equities 
come joint second with falling interest rates a close fourth. 

Top 5 financial risks in the next 12 months 4

Overall market volatility 23.9 %  

 26.8 %  

Sharp drop in equity markets 16.7 %  

 15.2 %   

Sovereign debt risk 16.7 %  

 18.1 %   

Falling interest rates 14.5 %  

 5.8 %  

Current interest rate levels 8.0 %  

 5.8 %  

  H1/2012          H2/2011

Ongoing anxiety is not confined to financial markets. Since 
the last edition went to press, new governments have been 
found in France, Italy and, after a fashion, Greece. We noted 
then that political leaders in peripheral eurozone countries 
had fallen as a result of the sovereign debt crisis. The 
departures of Silvio Berlusconi and Nicolas Sarkozy reflect 
how the crisis has reached the voting populace of major 
states. At the ballot box a major appeal of France’s new 
president, François Hollande, was his claim to renegotiate 
the strict new fiscal rules for eurozone member states. The 
new Spanish government, meanwhile, has given up any 
pretence that it can solve its banks’ indebtedness without 
extra help from richer countries.

There was a period of hope at the start of 2012. Some 
markets, such as the champion of new flotations, America’s 
NASDAQ, had their best first quarter in two decades. The 
S&P 500 had its best first quarter in history. But a general 
sense that the worst might be over – no doubt linked to 
that strong three months’ performance of equity markets – 
has itself passed. Volatility is now returning to the worrying 
levels of late 2011.

In June the Volatility Index for the S&P500 surpassed 25 for 
the first time this year. The EURO STOXX 50 Volatility Index 
has followed a very similar pattern. Fear is rising; asset 
prices are falling. No wonder almost 84 % of investors still 
see market volatility as either a huge or considerable risk to 
reaching their 12-month financial targets.

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see overall market volatility… 

H1/2012H2/2011H1/2011
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By country the biggest changer has been France. Every 
respondent in France to the third AllianzGI RiskMonitor 
considers market volatility as a major risk to their 
financial targets over the next twelve months. Half of the 
respondents consider it a huge risk where a year ago none 
did. The other region of high fear was the Nordics, where 
too every respondent considers choppy markets a major 
threat to their short-term financial goals.

“The financial system, especially because of what is 
happening in the eurozone, is again dangerously instable.” 
CIO, Dutch corporate pension fund

“Biggest risk still comes from the eurozone crisis.”  
German private bank

4  In previous RiskMonitor surveys, respondents were asked to specify their 
biggest risk. Since 2012, the question focuses on financial risks only.
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In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see sovereign debt risk …

H1/2012H2/2011H1/2011
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The Italians are not alone, however. The view of sovereign 
debt as a huge risk to financial targets was shared by four in 
ten survey participants from Germany. And more Germans 
than Italians see sovereign risk as a major headache for the 
year ahead.

Such widespread fears should come as no surprise: the 
problems of Greece, Ireland and Portugal are for the next 
decade not just the next twelve months. But the pressure 
on larger EU member states is beginning to show too. In 
early November Italian 10-year bonds were 7.25 % when 
the German equivalent was 1.7 %. This divergence has 
ameliorated a bit following the appointment of technocrat 
Mario Monti as Italy’s premier but the new government 
in Madrid is not faring so well. As this issue of AllianzGI 
RiskMonitor went to press, the European Union was due 
to agree a �100bn bail-out package for Spain’s financial 
sector.

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see a sharp drop in equity markets…
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The ups and downs of equities are a significant element 
in general market gyrations. But as the two quotes above 
suggest, the ultimate cause of volatility is the burdensome 
indebtedness of certain eurozone member states. A 
sharp drop in equity markets is a major risk for 70 % of 
institutional investors. Yet fears of sovereign debt are 
seen as even greater. Almost 74 % of Europe’s long-term 
investors describe the creditworthiness of governments 
as a major preoccupation. Italy’s respondents are most 
agitated: 44 % deem sovereign risk to be huge. This is more 
than double the European average, and ties in with other 
Italian concerns over exchange rates and a split in the 
eurozone.
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The effect might be greater market volatility but the cause 
is the unfinished wrangling over cross-border subsidies, 
economic hardship and political cohesion. As a major Swiss 
institutional investor comments:

“We got used to unstable FX rates and interest rates, as 
well as volatile markets, so we are conscious of those 
factors as risky and dangerous factors. 
I consider sovereign and counterparty risk as much more 
dangerous, as less evident.” 

In terms of investment strategy, survey participants are 
tackling sovereign risk primarily by means of diversification, 
with duration management the second most popular 
tactic. But respondents are all too aware that when it comes 
to political management in a collection of bound but not 
federated democracies, the problems of the eurozone are 
greater than investment strategy alone. One UK investment 
manager sums up the dangers of democracy for financial 
markets thus: 

“I am not sure how Western sovereign will cope with an 
increasingly angry citizenry and there is a real risk that 
popular pressure might push some governments into 
populist policies which would have a great impact on 
sovereign debt ratings.”

For Dr Reinhold Hafner, chief executive officer of 
AllianzGI’s risklab, these opinions reflect the key difference 
between uncertainty and risk in the current crisis: “Risk 
is measureable uncertainty. Unfortunately, nobody can 
measure the potential effects of different outcomes in the 
current situation. It is simply unmeasurable. That makes risk 
management or uncertainty management so difficult in 
these days.”

Before looking further into measurable uncertainty, let 
us turn to the shady world of negative kurtosis, a subject 
AllianzGI RiskMonitor has covered three times over the last 
traumatic year. There is an argument that tail risk should 
always be investors’ biggest risk, because it is the one that 
can “kill an institution instantaneously”. This is the view of a 
Dutch pensions insurer, which put tail risk top of its greatest 
fears, then offered no solution to the problem because it is 
“impossible to hedge.”

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see tail risk … 
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In fact, over the last three editions, we find the number of 
followers of this philosophy to be low, never more than 
7.5 %. Perhaps the reason is that tail risk can be fatal but 
not every time. Nevertheless, 14 % of respondents label it a 
huge risk and 40 % as a considerable risk to their financial 
targets over the next twelve months. By far the most fearful 
country is Austria, where almost two-thirds of survey 
participants deem negative kurtosis to be huge.

Now back to lighter matters and measurable uncertainty.

Investors losing interest

The proposed aid to Spain would take the sum of direct 
money from the European Union and IMF to ailing member 
states to �500bn. Somehow, over some future period, some 
of that spending – plus the far larger sums injected into 
the financial system via quantitative easing – have to be 
recouped or be seen to generate economic growth. Herein 
begins the conundrum on interest rates. The longer rates 
remain extraordinarily low, the more investors become 
restless that there is insufficient economic growth. Holding 
secure bonds thus turns into a frustrating waiting game.

Add in the regulatory pressure to invest safely, and that 
game of patience can become quite dangerous. Think of 
the prescriptions under Solvency II for investing in hedge 
funds. If we take a peak at investors’ answers for dealing 
with their biggest regulatory risk on page 13, we find 
regulators becoming de facto asset allocators.
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One Norwegian utility said it would deal with stricter 
regulation by “slowly adapting by reducing the exposure to 
the asset class with the toughest stress test, increasing the 
less demanding assets.” Prudent if the dynamic reallocation 
is at the pace of the investor rather than the regulator.

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see current interest rates…
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Current interest rates remain a huge risk for one in five 
institutional investors and a considerable risk for almost 
45 % of the rest. These levels are as high as last November. 
They are a reminder that survey participants are not only 
worried about loss of capital from sovereign risk but also 
miserly yields. Countries with extremely low yielding 
sovereign debt and a traditionally high portion of fixed 
income in their asset allocation such as Germany and 
Austria are the most worried about current rates. 

What will they feel if and when rates do move? Regarding 
changes in rates, the breadth of anxiety remains similar 
to previous monitors: 56 % of respondents say it is a 
considerable risk; 17 % say it is a huge risk. 

In terms of direction – up or down – rising rates are a more 
widespread fear. It is seen as a major risk to financial targets 
by four in ten investors whereas falling rates affect three 
in ten. This is pretty much a reversal of the situation six 
months ago. When it comes to participants’ view of their 
biggest risk out there in financial markets, however, falling 
rates preoccupies the same number of respondents as 
current (8 %) and rising (6.5 %) rates put together. Perhaps 
institutional investors presume that falling rates are a 
primary indicator that the European economy is faltering 
further and needs even more incentivisation from central 
banks.

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see rising / falling interest rates…
as a major risk 
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When the individual concerns of participants over the 
direction of interest rates are examined, there seems to be 
a connection with the sufficiency of liability hedging. Those 
who fear falling rates are evidently short duration. For 
example, from a German corporate treasury department:

“The consequence of lower interest rates are higher 
funding deficits.”

From the investment manager of a Dutch corporate 
pension plan:

“Falling interest rates will cause liabilities to rise faster 
than our overlays.”

Yet it is worth remembering that many large Danish 
pension plans – including ATP and Sampension – 
announced excellent results for 2011 much because they 
were sufficiently hedged against falling rates. 5

5  See IPE “Returns up despite equity losses” 1.3.12 http://www.ipe.com/
magazine/returns-up-despite-equity-losses_44210.php?s=Sampension
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In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see limited liquidity … 
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In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see counterparty risk …
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A similar trend can be detected in sovereign debt risk. In 
France, for example, almost two-thirds of respondents in 
November saw the creditworthiness of states as a huge risk. 
Six months later three-quarters see it as a considerable risk, 
while just one-quarter still see it as huge. The levels of lack 
of comfort remain remarkable but they have diminished.

Looked at by country or region, the Nordics are less 
preoccupied than the European average on questions of 
rates in any direction. Respondents from both Germany and 
Austria, on the other hand, have rapidly become concerned 
with rising rates as a considerable risk to their financial 
targets. This was a matter which concerned no Austrian 
participant one year ago: now more than one-third see it as 
a major risk.

But by far the most nervous country on interest rates is 
the Netherlands. It has taken over Germany’s mantle from 
November (see AllianzGI RiskMonitor November 2011, 
page 9). In the Netherlands current rates are a considerable 
risk to 78 % of participants, versus 45 % European average. 
Two-thirds of Dutch respondents see falling rates as a 
major risk, which is double the European average. And like 
their German neighbours, the Dutch preoccupation with 
rising rates has also shot up recently. Six months ago, only 
19 % of respondents from the Netherlands reckoned rising 
rates a considerable risk. Today that figure is closer to 56 %, 
having nearly trebled since November. It appears that in all 
matters to do with fixed income, institutional investors in 
the Netherlands are unusually trepidatious.

Having said this, the Dutch view of current and falling 
interest rates as a huge risk to their financial targets has 
abated. The latter, for example, garnered 47 % of votes in 
November where today it scored just 22 %. If the Dutch are 
more nervous than their peers this summer, anxiety levels 
universally have receded in the first half of 2012. This trend 
is most evident on the related subjects of limited liquidity 
and counterparty risk. Limited liquidity is a huge risk to 
only 3.7 % of investors this summer, where it was 11.7 % six 
months ago. Counterparty risk similarly, has dropped from 
9.4 % to 2.9 %. These are the biggest relative declines across 
the periods. These fears, however, are still more widely held 
than 12 months ago. So huge risks of November have been 
reclassified only as far as considerable risks in June.
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Regarding price movements, the responses do not show 
a clear trend. Inflation has grown from a negligible to a 
minor risk for more institutional investors. Even in the UK, 
where inflation rates have remained stubbornly above the 
target 2 %, two-thirds of respondents deem it to be a minor 
risk to their financial targets. Deflation is even less of a 
worry probably because investors – despite the uncertain 
environment – have gained trust in the ability and in the 
determination of policy makers to fight depression.

“Deflation will be fought by central banks with further 
Quantitative Easing and other means and will therefore be 
a minor risk,” 
said one UK local authority pension fund chief.

Peers around Europe seem to concur. The number who 
consider falling prices a major risk to their financial targets 
has halved over the last six months. Where it represented 
a huge risk to almost 6 % of respondents in November, by 
June less than one per cent felt the same way.

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the 
next 12 months, I see inflation / deflation … as a major risk 
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Finally in this first chapter we look at exchange rates. The 
two stand-out countries here are Italy and Switzerland. 
Across the continent, exchange rates are not a major issue: 
representing a huge risk to only one in fifty respondents. 
But in Italy this is the case for more than one in ten 
respondents. Perhaps this ties in with fears regarding the 
euro. For the first time there was not a unanimous belief 
from Italian respondents that the eurozone’s Economic and 
Monetary Union will remain intact (see euro on page 20).

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see change in exchange rates … 
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The Swiss franc last summer shot up in value as fears 
for the future of the euro mounted. Subsequently, 
in November almost eight in ten respondents from 
Switzerland classified changes in exchange rates a major 
risk to their financial targets. Six months later, that figure 
has declined to five in ten but it remains second only to the 
Italians.

We started this chapter listing the biggest financial risks 
for institutional investors. In conclusion how do investors 
deal with such a multitude? The most popular means is 
diversification. Other approaches such as fixed income 
hedging and dynamic asset allocation are also growing in 
popularity. But more than 46 % of participants throughout 
Europe put diversification first – three-quarters of 
responses from Switzerland voted so. 

Cut another way, we find diversification the favoured 
remedy for all manner of risks, from current interest levels 
to counterparty risk to rare entries such as political risk. 
There is not strong correlation with a particular kind of risk, 
although it is interesting that diversification is never stated 
as an antidote to tail risk.

Other remedies, such as duration management  and fixed 
income hedging, were more specifically targeted: all for 
fixed income worries. Equity hedging, likewise, tended to 
be applied to worries about shares, overall market volatility 
and tail risk.
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How do you deal with your biggest financial risk? 6

Diversification 46.3 %  

 39.9 %   

Dynamic asset allocation 18.4 %  

 12.3 %12.3 %  

Duration management 11.8 %  

 14.5 %    

Equity hedging   6.6 %

   5.1 %

Fixed income hedging   6.6 %

   2.9 %

Target risk portfolio   1.5 %

   2.2 %

Other   8.8 %

   8.0 %

  H1/2012          H2/2011

By country we see some interesting differences: more than 
10 % of respondents in Germany detail equity hedging as 
their preferred remedy (perfectly matching the percentage 
who believe a sharp drop in equity markets is the biggest 
financial risk). The Dutch are preoccupied with fixed 
income volatility and the number of respondents from this 
country putting duration management as their answer for 
how to tackle the biggest financial risk is 50 % higher than 
the European average.

Finally, it is worth remembering from the last edition 
of AllianzGI RiskMonitor that 29 % of investors believe 
managing risk by risk category is best suited to current and 
future challenges. For ways of tackling the biggest financial 
risk, in this edition several respondents answered: “target 
risk portfolios” and more than 18 % follow a dynamic asset 
allocation approach.

6  In previous RiskMonitor surveys, respondents were asked to specify their 
biggest risk. Since 2012, the question focuses on financial risks only.
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Regulatory and governance risks

In comparison to capital markets risks, regulatory and 
governance risks continue to be of secondary concern to 
participants in the AllianzGI RiskMonitor. This is entirely 
understandable as financial factors such as interest rates 
and equity values have a direct impact on financial targets. 
Nevertheless, this third edition does find an uptick in risks 
posed by the heterogeneity of cross-border arrangements, 
organisational complexity and stricter regulation. In this 
edition, we asked what the single biggest regulatory and 
governance risk was. Here organisational complexity, own 
limited risk management capabilities and pressure from the 
sponsor polled significantly. But with over 37 % of the votes, 
stricter regulation was a clear winner.

Which of is your biggest governance and regulatory risk 
in the next 12 months?

1. Stricter regulation 37.8 %

2. Limited own risk management capabilities 19.3 % 

3. Organisational complexitiy 13.3 % 

4. Pressure from sponsor 12.6 % 

5. Rising reporting requirements 6.7 % 

6. Pressure from trustees 5.2 %

7.  Heterogeneity of investment set-ups cross-border 3.0 %

8. Other 2.2 % 

How to deal with that risk drew a variety of responses 
ranging from the stoical to the expansive. Stricter 
regulation was a trend that several investors, even from 
some of the world’s largest corporations, feel powerless to 
avoid.

“We have no chance to get rid of it!” 
said the risk manager of an Austrian pension fund of a 
global carmaker.

“We will simply comply; [there is] no possibility to avoid 
this risk,”
said a huge German bank.

Others said they would participate in the formulation of 
national rules so as to help shape them sensibly, or at least 
discuss with the supervisory agency. German and Swiss 
respondents said they would lobby to curtail the worst 
effects of stricter regulation.

Some seek to change the nature of their offerings by 
switching from guarantees or defined benefit to defined 
contributions. One Dutch pensions insurer said it would 
find “sufficient solvency to cope with all circumstances.”

Many have or will increase their staff levels, or renew 
training programmes for staff. To tackle rising reporting 
requirements, one Dutch property investor is ready:

“We have set up a dedicated infrastructure to fulfill to 
(future) reporting requirements.”

It is finally worth noting the danger of forced re-allocation 
of assets; the danger of regulation becoming a de facto 
strategic asset allocation policy with no tactical sensitivity. 
Several respondents mention the move to de-risking as the 
full demands of acts such as Solvency II emerge. But this 
remark from a large UK investor sums up the conundrum 
well:

“The inevitable move towards de-risking is probably very 
risky.”

For Andreas Hilka, head of pensions at Allianz Global 
Investors, the European Commission and national 
regulators are evolving well from instrument-based risk 
to more holistic models. With regard to Solvency II, for 
example, he believes own risk and self-assessment is a 
welcome first. “But there is a lot of calibration to do. Large 
insurers can adapt more easily than probably the bulk 
of small and medium sized institutions,” he says. “Hilka 
perceives considerable resistance among pension funds 
towards a level playing field with insurers. 
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Pooling European Benefits

There is a trend to pool pension assets in Common 
Contractual Funds and Fonds Commun de Placement. That 
market is currently worth almost �100bn. Corporate 
sponsors of various pension plans dotted around Europe 
and the world account for a good half of those assets. These 
multinationals want to homogenise their cross-border 
employee benefits for the sake of better management and 
lower risk. Pooling means greater bargaining power with 
service providers. It also reduces drag on returns from 
familiar sources such as the US withholding tax on 
dividends. As the UK launches its own Tax Transparent 
Funds to compete with Dublin and Luxembourg; and as 
poor returns drive asset owners to squeeze out greater 
efficiencies by means of such vehicles; expect recognition 
of this risk to rise. For the first time in AllianzGI RiskMonitor, 
more than one in ten survey participants perceives the 
heterogeneity of their cross-border arrangements to be a 
major risk.

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see heterogeneity of cross-border 
set-up 
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7.0 %
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55.9 %

0.8 %

10.5 %

43.6 %

45.1 %

8.7 %

48.0 %

43.3 %

There is an increase of concerns on a similar issue: 
organisational complexity, not least for pension plans 
whose assets now outweigh their sponsors. Organisational 
complexity is a considerable risk for 44 % in Italy, 40 % in 
Switzerland and one-quarter of the respondents in France.

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see organisational complexity…
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1.4 %
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We also find that one in five institutional investors feel their 
own risk management systems are not entirely satisfactory. 
What is striking here is the breadth of type of organisation 
concerned: church funds, small mutuals and pension 
plans might be expected but multinationals, investment 
consultancies and national buffer funds are also seeking 
assistance to improve their risk management systems. For 
some this help will remain external; for some it will take 
the form of new analytical software. But others are looking 
to recruit specialist staff. One Finnish corporation gave this 
common sense policy: 

“Stick to plain vanilla instruments and avoid complex 
structures”

This issue was the second biggest regulatory or governance 
risk.
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In order to achieve our financial investment targets over 
the next 12 months, I see limited own risk management 
capabilities...
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Stricter regulation is perceived as a risk in terms of the 
burden it presents; the cost of compliance and potential it 
removes from portfolio strategy rather than the immediate 
depreciation of financial assets. More than one-third of 
respondents see it as a major risk. It was by far the most 
popular choice as the biggest risk to attaining financial 
targets, earning twice as many votes as the second-placed 
concern. And in their free answers, few expressed positive 
opinions on the ultimate benefits brought by the likes of 
Solvency II and the Alternative Investment Fund Managers’ 
Directive. The chief risk officer of a large German reinsurer, 
for example, is terrified by the demands being drawn up 
under the former:

“The current Draft of reporting templates for Solvency II is 
frightening!!!”

In order to achieve our financial investment targets over 
the next 12 months, I see stricter regulation … 
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There is further weariness with the ever-faster revisions 
of national pension fund regulations. Nowhere is this felt 
more keenly than in Switzerland, where more than one-
quarter of respondents deemed stricter regulations as a 
huge risk to their financial targets. This is a fourfold increase 
on November. 

Most vocal in their comments, however, were the 
Netherlands, which is struggling to adjust financially and 
psychologically to the erosion of defined benefits.

“Uncertainty about regulation is the major risk,” 
said one small Dutch pension provider.

“I just have to accept that regulators, driven on by 
politicians, will put further downward pressure on 
revenues,” 
said the chief investment officer of a large corporate plan.

The Dutch, nevertheless, do not have a monopoly on 
concerns. One UK local authority plan laments that 
politicians have one menu for the rest of us and one for 
themselves when it comes to retirement benefits, which 
explains why the will within government for reform is too 
weak to manage proper pension reform.

Although few financial organisations will express 
contentment with the levels of compliance, in this edition 
we find little change in the perception of rising reporting 
requirements as a threat to institutional investors’ financial 
targets. Approximately one in five respondents continue to 
classify them as a major risk.
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In order to achieve our financial investment targets over 
the next 12 months, I see rising reporting requirements …
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Since last November, the pressure from sponsors has 
weakened, as has the attendant worry of pressure from 
trustees. One Dutch respondent reckoned that the former 
“was almost impossible to change.” Yet the percentage of 
respondents citing pressure from the sponsor as a major 
risk to meeting financial targets has halved in the last six 
months. So evidently matters can and have changed for 
many organisations. One means of alleviation is suggested 
by a peer and near-neighbour in the Netherlands. This 
corporate plan proposes good communication and 
consultation between fiduciaries and employer.

A large UK manufacturer’s plan made the same point. 
Its biggest risk was to reconcile the actual legal basis of 
the sponsor’s covenant with the assumed basis. Its stated 
remedy is continual dialogue with the employer, leading 
to a better understanding by the sponsor of the trustee’s 
perspective.

This quote from a French multi-employer fund on tackling 
its biggest risk demonstrates that even in countries 
where the retirement industry is dominated by insurance, 
negotiations with sponsors are rising in importance:

“[We will enhance] the asset management capabilities, 
and clarify the level of risk aversion of the sponsor.”

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see pressure from sponsor …
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The UK has one of Europe’s longest traditions of pension 
fund trusteeship. In this kingdom, we find that pressure 
from trustees equals that from sponsors: one in five 
respondents described that pressure as a considerable 
risk to meeting their financial targets. By contrast, the 
Netherlands – another stronghouse for trustee power – 
registers just 6 % of investors facing a huge risk from trustee 
demands. This is smaller, if more strident, than the UK. In 
total across Europe, trustee pressure is a major issue for one 
in ten institutional investors. 
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In order to achieve our financial investment targets for 
the next 12 months, I see pressure from trustees…
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Risk budgeting

Finally, we look ahead by asking survey respondents 
whether they will spend more, less or the same as last year 
on regulatory and governance risk. A tiny minority said less: 
typically UK local authorities which are losing staff as part 
of larger austerity measures. Almost 55 % of participants, 
on the other hand, expect to raise their budgets. This 
figure comes at no surprise given the opinions above on 
organisational complexity, harsher regulations and limited 
own risk management capabilities. One major Norwegian 
utility’s pensions investments manager summed up the 
collection of causes:

“There are continuously new requirements from the 
financial authorities that we have to respond to.”

As already detailed on participants’ own risk management 
limitations, those rising requirements spell external 
costs on compliance and possible internal costs too as 
organisations have to devise own-risk models to satisfy the 
likes of Solvency II favourably.

In 2012, how much will you spend compared to last year 
in order to deal with governance and regulatory risk?

more  54.4 %

the same 42.8 %

less 2.9 %
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What is safe?

What is safe? 

After the false dawn for investors in the first months of 
2012, AllianzGI RiskMonitor wonders where to find safety 
in the current environment. The definition of safe assets 
is variable, reflecting their specific usage. In portfolio 
construction they should be a reliable store of value. As 
benchmarks, they must be sufficiently stable to support 
the pricing of riskier assets. In derivative transactions, as 
collateral, they ought to be as liquid as possible. As with our 
question on the euro’s survival, we find some respondents 
in a highly pragmatic mode for this discussion. Others 
are more philosophical; thus, for a sizeable minority, 
there are no safe assets. Others transfer the question 
to risk management and diversification. The majority, 
nevertheless, do give a tactical outlook.

“The financial crisis and the heightened concerns about 
sovereign debt sustainability in many advanced economies 
have reinforced the notion that no asset can be viewed as 
truly safe. Recent rating downgrades on sovereigns previously 
considered to be virtually riskless have reaffirmed that even 
highly rated assets are subject to risks. The notion of absolute 
safety – implicit in credit by institutional investor mandates 
– can create a false sense of security, and it did prior to the 
crisis.”
IMF Global Financial Stability Report April 2012

Would that the IMF’s wise words had been written prior to 
2008. Alas, for some banks and governments, the time for 
wisdom has already passed as the bail-outs have begun. 
For Europe’s institutional investors, on the other hand, 
the crises have hurt but not killed them. Asset allocation 
remains a real, live issue. And so we posed them the 
question: Which assets do you consider as safe in the 
current environment? Respondents were welcome to give 
more than one suggestion.

For a handful, the answers were art and gold, suggesting 
that Europe is about to collapse into anarchy and hyper-
inflation. Or perhaps these were thinking of assets 
safe in the worst possible environment. However, the 
most popular answer – with just over one-quarter of all 
responses – was sovereign debt. Within this group there 
were contrasting biases towards the familiar and the new. 

Taking the former first: all but two respondents from the UK 
cited UK or US bonds; all Swiss respondents voted for Swiss 
bonds – although not exclusively; and all but one of the 
Dutch respondents mentioned German bonds. 

There was even room for humour from the manager of 
one German pension scheme, who defined quality assets 
as those “without positive return: German government 
bunds.” 

7  Other: Covered bonds /agencies, Diversification, Renewables, Insurance policies, Lifecycle product, Arrow-Debreu securities, 
Long short event driven, Commodities, Swaps, Global businesses, Art.

Which assets do you consider as safe in the current environment? 

Quality sovereign debt: 33 

Other: 16 7

Inflation linked bonds: 2 

Infrastructure: 4 

Hard currencies: 4 

Precious metals: 5 

Money market: 9 

Quality real estate: 11

Quality equities: 11 

Quality credit: 12 

[response count, multiple answers possible] 
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One exceptional answer from the Netherlands proposed 
Dutch assets for Dutch investors; Austrian assets for 
Austrian investors and so on. Such a proposal dissolves 
exchange rate risk. But this is not a common worry for 
many other survey participants. Their overriding concern 
has rather been for quality, even more so than home bias. 

Interesting, then, is the variety of sources whence 
that characteristic is sought. Certainly fixed income 
predominates in the overall results but this sub-set includes 
corporate, covered mortgage bonds and emerging market 
debt, the former garnering 10 % of all responses. Perhaps 
the most telling comment in the entire survey comes from 
this major Swiss institution on tackling its biggest risk:

“We need to find other 'riskfree' bonds, or bonds from less 
exposed countries.”

Herein lies a great acknowledgement by European 
institutions; that sources of economic stability are 
increasingly foreign (cf. on the future of the euro, one-
quarter anticipate a greater role for the ECB and the 
issuance of euro bonds).

The director of one large UK public sector pension scheme 
said: “No assets are safe in the absolute sense, equities 
probably have the greatest ability to face future conditions 
and deliver a real return.”

Otherwise, quality real estate, quality shares, quality 
corporate credit, private equity and precious metals also 
all feature. Indeed, were these answers to be compiled 
as a strategic asset allocation, they would surely come 
close to the composition of many conservative European 
institutional investors.

On this point it is worth noting the minority that mention 
infrastructure, a newish asset class for the private sector.

Difference of opinion over safe current assets brings 
us to diversification. Not only was this far and away the 
most popular weapon for tackling survey participants’ 
biggest risk (see page 13). In answer to this question, 
one global investment consultancy emphasised that 
it was diversification that mattered, not any one asset 
class or strategy. A variation on this came from a 
German industrywide plan, which claimed that only 
risk management is safe. This also could lead us to 
diversification or even dynamic asset allocation, the second 
most popular remedy for investors’ biggest financial risks.

Finally it is worth mentioning that more than one in ten 
participants preferred to agree with the IMF’s view that no 
asset is truly safe in the current environment. Unlike the 
IMF, however, most of these respondents have defined 
liabilities to meet. Risks have to be taken.

“No assets are safe in 
the absolute sense, 
equities probably 
have the greatest 
ability to face future 
conditions and deliver 
a real return.” 
UK pension fund13  respondents said 

there is no such thing 
as a safe asset.
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Confidence in the Euro

H2/2011

Switzerland: 85.7 %

France: 90.9 %

Italy: 100 %

Austria: 77.8 %

Germany: 92.9 %

Nordics*: 73.7 %

The Netherlands: 75.0 %

UK: 57.7 %

Confidence in the euro remains high.

Switzerland: 72.7 %

France: 100 %

Italy: 66.7 %

Austria: 75.0 %

Germany: 89.3 %

Nordics*: 80.0 %

The Netherlands: 83.3 %

UK: 68.8 %

H1/2012

50-60 % >60-70 % >80-90 % >90-100 %>70-80 %

* Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden

“The euro will survive”

Confidence in the euro

Last November four out of every five survey participants 
said the euro would survive under current circumstances. 
Since then Italy and Spain have been dragged closer to 
the debtor’s gaol. Ten-year protection on Italian sovereign 
debt is about 5.1 %, nearly four times what it costs to insure 
against a multinational like Siemens defaulting on its  
debt. 8  

And yet, viewed in aggregate, Europe’s institutional 
investors belief in the single currency remains virtually 
unchanged six months on. By country, participants from 
Italy have lost some faith. Last November they all believed 
the euro would survive. By June only two-thirds felt the 
same way. There has been a milder decline in Germany. 
But all French participants were resolute this time round 
and there has been an increase in optimism from the 
notoriously Eurosceptic British.

Yet it is worth considering the question in its entirety; “the 
current circumstances” is a phrase open to interpretation. It 
certainly does not preclude change for many optimists, for 
example, the CIO of a Dutch corporate pension plan:

“Without the necessary change(s), the euro will not 
survive. However, I am confident that they will make the 
necessary changes.”

And alterations can include the expulsion of current 
member states. Cross-referencing the affirmatives on 
survival of the euro with those who expect a split in the 
eurozone, we find more than one in five survey participants 
believes both scenarios. By comparison, fewer – 16.7 % 
– answered no to the survival of the euro under current 
circumstances and expected a split in the eurozone. 

Evidently it is a question of semantics. To add up the views 
exclusively on the question of a split regardless of whether 

8  CDS spread levels as of 18 June 2012. Source Bloomberg. 
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this constitutes new circumstances or not; almost two in 
every five participants anticipate some reduction in the 
number of member states. The figure is more than half in 
the UK and has shot up from one in four to almost one in 
two in the Nordic region.

This is the most likely single change expected for the euro, 
more than twice as popular as a strengthened stability 
mechanism or a greater role for the ECB (Interestingly, this 
was by far the most common answer from Italy, nation of 
the ECB’s new president, Mario Draghi). Arguably the most 
radical proposal, abolition of member states’ sovereignty 
over fiscal matters, garnered just 14 % of votes. Overall, the 
constructive scenarios for the euro add up to 60 % of the 
answers. 

What is most likely to change with regard of the euro?

Other 2.2 %

Introduction of 
euro bonds 10.9 %

Joint fiscal regime 14.5 %

More important role 
of ECB 16.7 %

Split of eurozone 39.1 %

Strengthened stability 
mechanism (eg ESM) 16.7 %
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Results at a glance

Results at a glance
Europe 

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

Italy 6.5 %

The Netherlands 13.0 %

Nordics 15.2 %

Germany 20.3 %

Switzerland 8.7 %

France 5.8 %

Austria 5.8 %

UK 23.2 %

Other 1.4 %

Corporate/Treasury 8.7 %

Consultant 9.4 %

Pension fund – Public Sector 13.8 %

Pension fund – Multi-employer 8.7 %

Pension fund – Corporate 36.2 %

Life Insurance 4.4 %

Other 18.9 %

Other 31.9 %

Pensions manager/
head of pensions 17.4 %

Portfolio manager 5.1 %

Head of investment 5.1 %

Risk manager 6.5 %

Chief risk officer 6.5 %

Chief executive 14.5 %

Chief investment officer  13.0 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 138

Respondents by Country
AuM/AuA (� bn): 880

Respondents by Most Popular Occupation

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
financial risk in the 
next 12 months?**

Market volatility
23.9 %
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Deflation

Inflation

Falling interest rates

Changes in exchange rates

Limited liquidity

Rising interest rates

Counterparty risk

Tail risks

Current interest rate levels

Sharp drop in equity markets

Sovereign debt risk

Overall market volatility

21.2 52.6 24.1 2.2

15.3 54.7 25.5 4.4

14.2 40.3 43.3

6.6 35.0 38.7 19.7

10.4 20.9 45.5 23.1

27.51.4 53.6 17.4

2.2

2.2 30.7 54.0 13.1

3.7 36.0 45.6 14.7

0.7 16.9 50.0 32.4

43.42.9 49.3 4.4

19.9 44.9 30.9 4.4

22.2 61.5 16.3

20.3 61.6 15.9 2.2

35.0 43.6 17.9 3.6

16.9 45.6 33.1

11.7 32.8 43.8 11.7

5.8 26.8 44.9 22.5

28.83.6 45.3 22.3

4.4

2.9 35.8 51.1 10.2

14.1 28.1 40.7 17.0

5.8 25.5 53.3 15.3

47.19.4 35.5 8.0

19.9 43.4 29.4 7.4

27.9 60.8 10.0 1.4
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Heterogeneity of investment set ups cross-border

Pressure from trustees

Pressure from sponsor

Limited own risk management capabilities

Organisational complexity

Rising reporting requirements

Stricter regulation

2.2 19.0 44.5 34.3

11.30.9 41.7 46.1

10.50.8 43.6 45.1

3.3 15.8 34.2 46.7

0.7 20.0 41.5 37.8

2.2 17.5 54.7 25.5

31.65.9 39.0 23.5

2.2 20.3 47.1 30.4

15.1 51.1 33.8

8.7 48.0 43.3

1.4 15.2 43.5 39.9

1.9 19.4 44.4 34.3

1.9 18.1 47.6 32.4

31.13.7 47.4 17.8
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Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Stricter regulation
37.8 % each
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Results at a glance
Austria 

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

Other 25.0 %

Pension fund –
Multi-employer 37.5 %

Life Insurance 12.5 %

Pension fund –
Corporate 25.0 %

>� 5bn: 12.5 %

<� 1bn: 50.0 %

� 1-5bn: 37.5 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 8

Respondents by AuM/AuA
AuM/AuA (� bn): 63

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
financial risk in the 
next 12 months?**

Sharp drop in 
equity markets
25.0 %
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Limited liquidity
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Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Stricter regulation 
and 
Org. complexity
25.0 % each

100 % of respondents in Austria will spend more this year in order to deal with 
regulatory and governance risks compared to last year.
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Results at a glance
France 

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

Corporate/Treasury 25.0 %

Mutual 12.5 %

Other 25.0 %

Pension fund –
Corporate 25.0 %

Consultant 12.5 %

>� 5bn: 75.0 %

<� 1bn 12.5 %

� 1-5bn: 12.5 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 8

Respondents by AuM/AuA
AuM/AuA (� bn): 90.2

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
risk in the next 12 
months? **

Sovereign 
debt risk
37.5%

R
F

F

Deflation

Inflation

Rising interest rates

Changes in exchange rates

Current interest rate levels

Falling interest rates

Limited liquidity

Sharp drop in equity markets

Tail risks

Counterparty risk

Sovereign debt risk

Overall market volatility

25.0 75.0

25.0 25.0 50.0

12.5 37.5 50.0

12.5 37.5 50.0

50.0 25.0 25.0

12.5 75.0 12.5

37.5 25.0 37.5

12.5 62.5 25.0

28.6 14.3 42.9 14.3

37.5 62.5

25.0 50.0 25.0

50.0 50.0

63.6 9.1 18.2 9.1

30.0 40.0 30.0

20.0 40.0 40.0

9.1 45.5 36.4 9.1

9.1 18.2 27.3 45.5

20.0 10.0 60.0 10.0

10.0 10.0 50.0 30.0

22.2 33.3 44.4

10.0 40.0 50.0

10.0 30.0 60.0

9.1 54.5 27.3 9.1

9.1 81.8 9.1

0 20 40 60 80 100

As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk
As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk

H2/2011
H1/2012

Heterogeneity of investment set ups cross-border

Pressure from trustees

Rising reporting requirements

Limited own risk management capabilities

Organisational complexity

Stricter regulation

Pressure from sponsor

25.012.5 37.5 25.0

25.0 25.0 50.0

71.414.3 14.3

25.0 50.0 25.0

25.0 37.5 37.5

25.0 37.5 37.5

40.0 20.0 40.0
28.6 28.6 42.9

11.1 22.2 66.7

72.7 27.3

28.6 14.3 57.1

27.3 45.5 27.3

18.2 27.3 54.5

30.0 50.0 20.0

0 20 40 60 80 100

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Risk mgt. cap., 
Stricter regulation 
and 
Org. complexity 
28.6 % each

62.5 %    of respondents in France will spend more this year in order to deal with 
regulatory and governance risks compared to last year. 12.5 % said to spend 
less and 25.0 % said to spend the same.
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Results at a glance

Results at a glance
Germany 

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

Pension fund – 
Corporate 25.0 %

Pension fund –
Public Sector 17.9 %

Corporate/Treasury 21.4

Other 10.7 %

Consultant 10.7 %

Foundation/Charity or 
other Non-profit 3.6 %

Life Insurance 10.7 % >� 5bn: 28.0 %

� 1-5bn: 40.0 %

<� 1bn 32.0 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 28

Respondents by AuM/AuA
AuM/AuA (� bn): 128.4

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
risk in the next 12 
months?**

Sovereign 
debt risk
25.0 %

R
G

F

Deflation

Falling interest rates

Limited liquidity

Inflation

Changes in exchange rates

Counterparty risk

Rising interest rates

Sharp drop in equity markets

Tail risks

Current interest rate levels

Overall market volatility

Sovereign debt risk
42.9 42.9 10.7 3.6

32.1 53.6 10.7 3.6

17.9 50.0 25.0

14.3 32.1 39.3 14.3

7.1

35.7 53.6 10.7

25.0 32.1 32.1 10.7

11.5 42.3 34.6

3.6 32.1 42.9 21.4

11.5

10.7 25.0 39.3 25.0

7.1 17.9 57.1 17.9

29.6 44.4 18.5 7.4

17.9 67.9 10.7 3.6

39.3 46.4 14.3

29.6 55.6 14.8

3.6 57.1 28.6

3.6 39.3 46.4 10.7

10.7

15.47.7 50.0 26.9

7.1 50.0 28.6 14.3

3.6 46.4 46.4

3.6 28.6 42.9 25.0

3.6

7.1 32.1 39.3 21.4

7.4 48.1 44.4

7.1 67.9 21.4 3.6

32.1 50.0 14.3 3.6

0 20 40 60 80 100

As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk
As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk

H2/2011
H1/2012

Heterogeneity of investment set ups cross-border

Pressure from trustees

Pressure from sponsor

Organisational complexity

Rising reporting requirements

Limited own risk management capabilities

Stricter regulation

25.0 32.1 42.9

16.7 54.2 29.2

3.6 10.7 46.4 39.3

4.8 19.0 52.4 23.8

3.6 21.4 32.1 42.9

4.8 19.0 52.4 23.8

25.93.7 44.4 25.9

21.43.6 35.7 39.3

8.0 28.0 64.0

7.1 46.4 46.4

15.4 30.8 53.8

3.6 21.4 50.0 25.0

17.9 39.3 42.9

40.73.7 33.3 22.2

0 20 40 60 80 100

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Stricter regulation
37.0 %

42.9 %   of respondents in Germany will spend more this year in order to deal with 
regulatory and governance risks compared to last year. 3.6 % said to spend 
less and 53.6 % said to spend the same.
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Results at a glance

Results at a glance
Italy

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

Pension fund –
Multi-employer 22.2 %

Other 11.1 %

Corporate/Treasury 11.1 %

Pension fund –
Corporate 44.4 %

Foundation/Charity or 
other Non-profit 11.1 %

<� 1bn 44.4 %

>� 5bn: 22.2 %

� 1-5bn: 33.3 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 9

Respondents by AuM/AuA
AuM/AuA (� bn): 52

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
risk in the next 12 
months?**

Sovereign 
debt risk
66.7 %

R
I

F

Falling interest rates

Deflation

Current interest rate levels

Rising interest rates

Inflation

Tail risks

Counterparty risk

Changes in exchange rates

Limited liquidity

Sharp drop in equity markets

Sovereign debt risk

Overall market volatility

44.4 33.3 22.2

22.2 33.3 44.4

55.6 44.4

22.2 22.2 55.6

11.1 88.9

25.0 75.0

88.9 11.1

44.4 55.6

22.211.1 11.155.6

11.1 44.4 44.4

11.1 44.4 44.4

75.012.5 12.5

23.1 76.9

21.4 71.4 7.1

14.3 57.1 21.4 7.1

14.3 57.1 21.4 7.1

14.3 42.9 21.4 21.4

30.8 61.5 7.7

14.3 28.6 57.1

7.7 61.5 30.8

57.1 7.135.7

50.0 14.335.7

30.8 46.2 23.1

57.1 42.9

0 20 40 60 80 100

As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk
As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk

H2/2011
H1/2012

Pressure from trustees

Pressure from sponsor

Heterogeneity of investment set ups cross-border

Rising reporting requirements

Stricter regulation

Limited own risk management capabilities

Organisational complexity

33.3 55.6 11.1

66.7 33.3

71.4 28.6

11.1 55.6 33.3

22.2 44.4 33.3

11.1 66.7 22.2

44.4 33.3 22.2

21.4 71.4 7.1

11.1 44.4 44.4

71.47.1 21.4

12.5 50.0 37.5

21.4 64.3 14.3

21.4 50.0 28.6

28.6 57.1 14.3

0 20 40 60 80 100

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Organisational 
complexity
44.4 %

55.6 %   of respondents in Italy will spend more this year in order to deal with 
regulatory and governance risks compared to last year. 44.4 % said to spend 
the same.
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Results at a glance

Results at a glance
Netherlands 

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

Consultant 11.1 %

Family office 11.1 %

Pension fund –
Corporate 55.6 %

Life Insurance 5.6 %

Other 11.1 %

Corporate/Treasury 5.6 %

<� 1bn: 56.3 %

>� 5bn: 12.5 %

� 1-5bn: 31.3 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 18

Respondents by AuM/AuA
AuM/AuA (� bn): 41.1

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
risk in the next 12 
months?**

Falling interest 
rates
33.3 %

R
N

F

Changes in exchange rates

Deflation

Inflation

Limited liquidity

Rising interest rates

Counterparty risk

Tail risks

Falling interest rates

Sovereign debt risk

Current interest rate levels

Overall market volatility

Sharp drop in equity markets

77.85.6 11.1 5.6

22.2 44.4 22.2 11.1

27.8 27.8 38.9 5.6

55.6 38.9 5.6

23.5 35.3 41.2

33.338.9 27.8

16.7 72.2 11.1

55.6 16.727.8

44.4 22.233.3

77.8 22.2

11.1 72.2 16.7

11.1 72.2 16.7

47.1 29.4 11.8 11.8

35.3 41.2 23.5

11.8 58.8 23.5 5.9

5.9 64.7 23.5 5.9

23.5 52.9 23.5

23.55.9 52.9 17.6

23.535.3 41.2

18.8 43.8 37.5

52.911.8 11.823.5

41.25.9 23.529.4

23.5 52.9 17.6 5.9

47.1 35.3 11.8 5.9

0 20 40 60 80 100

As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk
As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk

H2/2011
H1/2012

Heterogeneity of investment set ups cross-border

Pressure from trustees

Limited own risk management capabilities

Rising reporting requirements

Organisational complexity

Pressure from sponsor

Stricter regulation

12.512.5 25.0 50.0

6.3 56.3 37.5

38.95.6 55.6

16.7 50.0 33.3

23.5 41.2 35.3

22.2 50.0 27.5

33.3 50.0 16.7

40.0 33.3 26.7

17.6 58.8 23.5

62.5 37.5

17.6 58.8 23.5

29.45.9 29.4 35.3

26.7 40.0 33.3

47.15.9 41.2 5.9

0 20 40 60 80 100

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Stricter regulation
35.3 %

66.7 %   of respondents in Netherlands will spend more this year in order to deal with 
regulatory and governance risks compared to last year. 33.3 % said to spend 
the same.
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Results at a glance

Results at a glance
Nordics

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

Inflation

Deflation

Changes in exchange rates

Counterparty risk

Limited liquidity

Falling interest rates

Rising interest rates

Tail risks

Sovereign debt risk

Current interest rate levels

Sharp drop in equity markets

Overall market volatility 19.0 81.0

19.0 66.7 14.3

9.5 33.3 52.4 4.8

4.8 19.0 52.4 23.8

15.05.0 65.0 15.0

5.0 20.0 60.0 15.0

9.5 38.1 47.6 4.8

19.0 33.3 38.1 9.5

9.5 14.3 52.4 23.8

23.8 61.9 14.3

14.34.8 42.9 38.1

9.5 57.1 33.3

31.6 63.2 5.3

27.8 55.6 16.7

5.6 44.4 50.0

5.6 33.3 38.9 22.2

27.8 55.6 16.7

11.1 27.8 55.6 5.6

21.1 42.1 36.8

15.8 63.2 10.5 10.5

5.6 33.3 50.0 11.1

38.9 33.3 27.8

15.8 47.4 36.8

10.5 42.1 47.4

0 20 40 60 80 100

Life Insurance 4.8 %

Pension fund –
Public Sector 14.3 %

Pension fund – 
Corporate 38.1 %

Other 9.5 %
Mutual 4.8 %

Foundation/Charity or 
other Non-profit 4.8 %

Corporate/Treasury 4.8 %

Pension fund – 
Multi-employer 19.1 %

<� 1bn 35.0 %

>� 5bn: 45.0 %

� 1-5bn: 20.0 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 21 (Denmark: 8, Finland: 7, Sweden: 4, Norway: 2)

Respondents by AuM/AuA
AuM/AuA (� bn): 222.8

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
risk in the next 12 
months? **

Market volatility
42.9 %

N

FF

RR
NN

As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk
As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk

H2/2011
H1/2012

Pressure from trustees

Organisational complexity

Heterogeneity of investment set ups cross-border

Pressure from sponsor

Limited own risk management capabilities

Rising reporting requirements

Stricter regulation

23.84.8 33.3 38.1

31.3 68.8

28.64.8 66.7

40.05.0 55.0

9.5 71.4 19.0

5.6 27.8 66.7

33.34.8 28.6 33.3

22.2 44.4 33.3

33.3 66.7

38.9 61.1

56.3 43.8

11.1 50.0 38.9

5.6 38.9 55.6

44.45.6 33.3 16.7

0 20 40 60 80 100

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Stricter regulation
61.9 %

52.4 %    of respondents in Nordics will spend more this year in order to deal with 
regulatory and governance risks compared to last year. 47.6 % said to spend 
the same.
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Results at a glance

Results at a glance
Switzerland 

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

Pension fund –
Multi-employer 8.3 %

Pension fund –
Public Sector 8.3 %

Pension fund – 
Corporate 50.0 %

Other 16.7 %

Consultant 8.3 %

Mutual 8.3 %

<� 1bn: 33.3 %

� 1-5bn: 41.7 %

>� 5bn: 25.0 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 12

Respondents by AuM/AuA
AuM/AuA (� bn): 73.7

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
risk in the next 12 
months?** 

Market volatility 
and 
Drop in Equities 
25.0 % each

Falling interest rates

Inflation

Deflation

Limited liquidity

Rising interest rates

Changes in exchange rates

Tail risks

Counterparty risk

Current interest rate levels

Sharp drop in equity markets

Overall market volatility

Sovereign debt risk

8.3 66.7 25.0

8.3 58.3 25.0 8.3

8.3 50.0 41.7

54.5 45.5

16.7 66.7 16.7

8.3 75.0 16.7

25.0 58.3 16.7

50.0 50.0

16.7 25.0 50.0 8.3

41.7 41.7 16.7

16.7 41.7 41.7

25.0 75.0

14.3 71.4 14.3

28.6 50.0 21.4

28.6 42.9 21.4

7.1 64.3 28.6

21.4 28.6 50.0

14.3 78.6 7.1

7.1

7.1 21.4 57.1 14.3

23.1 38.5 30.8 7.7

14.3 42.9 35.7 7.1

42.9 50.0 7.1

14.3 64.3 21.4

21.4 64.3 14.3

0 20 40 60 80 100

As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk
As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk

H2/2011
H1/2012

Pressure from trustees

Limited own risk management capabilities

Heterogeneity of investment set ups cross-border

Pressure from sponsor

Rising reporting requirements

Organisational complexity

Stricter regulation

40.0 40.0 20.0

9.1 9.1 45.5 36.4

70.010.0 20.0

20.0 40.0 40.0

27.3 45.5 27.3

10.010.0 30.0 50.0

27.3 36.4 18.2 18.2

7.7 30.8 38.5 23.1

7.7 69.2 23.1

57.17.1 35.7

8.3 58.3 33.3

33.3 33.3 33.3

30.0 60.0 10.0

7.1 28.635.7 28.6

0 20 40 60 80 100

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Stricter regulation
58.3 %

66.7 %    of respondents in Switzerland will spend more this year in order to deal with 
regulatory and governance risks compared to last year. 33.3 % said to spend 
the same.
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Results at a glance

Results at a glance
United Kingdom

Financial Risks*

Regulatory and Governance Risks*

 

Pension fund –
Multi-employer 6.3 %

Pension fund – 
Corporate 31.3 %

Pension fund –
Public Sector  31.3 %

Corporate/Treasury 3.1 %

Other 12.5 %

Consultant 15.6 % >� 5bn: 29.0 %

� 1-5bn: 48.4 %

<� 1bn 22.6 %

Respondents by Type of Organisation 
Total Respondents: 32

Respondents by AuM/AuA
AuM/AuA (� bn): 202.5

* in % of responses, ranked by share of “huge” and “considerable” risk combined; ** Choice within all categories or free text

What is your biggest 
risk in the next 12 
months?** 

Market volatility
25.0 %

R
U

F

Changes in exchange rates

Deflation

Rising interest rates

Inflation

Counterparty risk

Limited liquidity

Tail risks

Falling interest rates

Sovereign debt risk

Current interest rate levels

Sharp drop in equity markets

Overall market volatility

25.8 41.9 29.0 3.2

18.8 37.5 40.6

20.0 23.3 30.0

33.3 63.3 3.3

21.9 50.0 28.1

50.018.8 31.3

26.7

25.0 37.5 37.5

32.3 64.5 3.2

31.3 65.6 3.1

37.93.4 58.6

6.5 45.2 41.9 6.5

3.1

25.8 48.4 25.8

25.9 59.3 14.8

25.9 33.3 37.0

11.1 37.0 44.4

11.5 26.9 42.3 19.2

11.1 11.1 63.0 14.8

7.4 59.37.4 25.9

7.4

22.2 70.4 7.4

26.9 65.4 7.7

25.9 70.4 3.7

40.77.4 44.4 7.4

3.7 48.1 44.4 3.7

3.7

25.9 59.3 14.8

0 20 40 60 80 100

As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk
As a huge risk As a considerable risk As a minor risk Not as a risk

H2/2011
H1/2012

Rising reporting requirements

Organisational complexity

Heterogeneity of investment set ups cross-border

Limited own risk management capabilities

Pressure from trustees

Pressure from sponsor

Stricter regulation

20.7 44.8 34.5

6.3 56.3 37.5

3.1 53.1 43.8

6.53.2 38.7 51.6

20.7 41.4 37.9

12.5 65.6 21.9

21.9 50.0 28.1

17.4 52.2 30.4

4.0 40.0 56.0

3.7 48.1 48.1

11.1 37.0 51.9

16.0 64.0 20.0

12.5 58.3 29.2

18.5 55.6 25.9

0 20 40 60 80 100

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

In order to achieve our financial investment targets for the next 12 months, I see…

Which of those 
mentioned is your 
biggest governance 
and regulatory risk in 
the next 12 months?**

Stricter regulation
31.3 %

37.5 %   of respondents in United Kingdom will spend more this year in order to deal 
with regulatory and governance risks compared to last year. 6.3 % said to 
spend less and 56.3 % said to spend the same.
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